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Abstract: The internet of things (IoT) has gained much popularity and has become an essential
topic of research, because of its vast implementations. It has emerged as a field of great potential,
impact, and growth. Despite its privacy concerns and security issues, it still is growing in demand
for large-scale deployment. In this paper, we propose class-specific data encryption techniques
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communication capabilities. Accordingly, different schemes for data encryption/decryption are
proposed at different levels of interconnection across devices of different classes. The
classification makes it easy to develop, study, and analyse the behaviour of the devices, as the
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Introduction

Internet of things (IoT) refers to the integration of a large
number of uniquely identifiable physical objects, devices,
sensors and smart nodes over a network (Conti et al., 2018).
These devices are capable of transmitting data, i.e.,
communicating with each other, without the need for human
intervention (Alaba et al., 2017). The devices work
autonomously in connection with each other. These devices
transmit, gather and monitor all types of data on machines
and human life. These devices even transmit the vital
information regarding the owner’s personal life, e.g., health
status as well as the information regarding the devices user
owns. When all of the collected information from various
devices is combined, it can reveal the critical things about
the personal life of the owner/user, e.g., the health
condition, daily schedule. If this information is mishandled
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or falls prey to the hands of a threat actor, this can put the
life of owner/user at risk (Yan et al., 2014). So, it becomes
essential to ensure the security of the IoT devices as well as
providing the data confidentiality and integrity of data to be
transmitted by the devices. There are various privacy and
security issues such as authorisation, verification, access
control, information and storage management, system
configuration. These have become some of the significant
challenges in the domain of IoT (Jing et al., 2014). The
development in the domain of IoT depends significantly on
the address of these privacy and security concerns (Sicari
et al., 2015).
The concept of IoT has become widely popular in the
past decade, and the IoT devices connected to the internet
are increasing at a faster rate. Some of the typical
applications of IoT like Google Home, Alexa, Smart
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parking, Smart cars have contributed a lot towards the
increasing popularity of this concept. With increasing use of
IoT in the vast domains require the security standards to be
maintained to ensure user privacy and network security
without compromising on the service quality of the
application. Achieving the above motive is a bit difficult as
the security standards in IoT are lagging far behind.
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Related work

Alaba et al. (2017) discussed various IoT scenarios and
provided an analysis of possible attacks. Also, the open
research issues and the security challenges in the
implementation of IoT are described as well. Possible
solutions are proposed for improving the IoT security
architecture. The security threats in the communication
channels in the IoT application domain have also been
compared.
Various solutions for the IoT architecture and
applications are proposed by Guo et al. (2017) and Granjal
et al. (2015). A secure architecture for IoT using the key
management system (KMS) for smart cities was proposed
by Chakrabarty and Engels (2016) and Haroon et al. (2016).
The KMS provided efficient key distribution approach
along with providing privacy, confidentiality, and integrity.
Singh et al. (2017) discussed various lightweight
cryptographic techniques, including stream ciphers,
lightweight block ciphers, hash functions, and
high-performance systems in detail. Various cryptographic
algorithms, including lightweight ones, are analysed based
on their structure, key and block size and number of rounds.
Also, various security architectures were discussed, along
with open research challenges, issues, and solutions. A
security scheme is also proposed for the improvement of
resource-constrained IoT environment.
Security and forensic challenges in the domain of IoT
were introduced and then discussed in Conti et al. (2018).
The various security challenges discussed are
authentication, authorisation and access control, privacy,
and secure architecture. Evidence identification, the
collection, and preservation along with evidence correlation
after analysis and attack of deficit attribution were some of
the discussed forensic challenges in IoT. The potential
promising solutions were also presented in the paper after
discussing various security and forensics-related issues in
the IoT.
Security attacks of various kinds are discussed and
classified into various categories by Deogirikar and Vidhate
(2017). The study also examines various countermeasures in
finding the most noteworthy attacks in the domain of IoT.
Various attacks have also been compared by the authors
based on their efficiency and damage level in IoT. The
author has divided the security attacks into four categories
named physical attack, network attack, software attack, and
encryption attack. The physical attacks concentrate on the
hardware devices present in the system, whereas the
network attacks are more focused on the networks of the
IoT system. The software attacks are formed using worms
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virus spyware, and the only motive is to steal the user data
or deny the services. The main focus of the encryption
attack is to destroy the encryption technique used and to
obtain the private key.
Major security issues were surveyed and presented by
Khan and Salah (2018). The paper reviews and categorises
popular security issues concerning IoT architecture,
communication protocols used for networking and
management. The author also focuses on using blockchain
for solving many IoT security problems, issues, and
challenges. The author classifies the IoT security issues as
low-level security issues, intermediate level security issues,
and high-level security issues.
Security problems and other related challenges are
discussed in the paper presented by Tewari and Gupta
(2018). The paper also discusses various cross-layer
integration and security issues (heterogeneous). The authors
have very well discussed the integration issues in various
domains such as data storage, cloud, big data, RFID. In each
domain, they have discussed various issues.
In all the above-mentioned papers various IoT scenarios
have been discussed along with analysis of possible attacks.
Various protocols for the secure transmission of data have
been presented and analysed along with discussing security
issues and challenges. The content presented in this paper is
similar to all of the above papers in terms of the domain,
i.e., we have discussed various protocols for the secure
transmission of data along with discussing various issues
and challenges. But one different thing is that first we have
divided the available devices into various classes and then
proposed
class-specific
data
encryption/decryption
techniques. We chose this approach because not all devices
which are connected to a network and performing tasks for
a specific purpose are the same. They all have different
computation and communication capabilities that is why we
have classified the devices and have proposed different
schemes for data encryption and decryption at different
levels of interconnections for devices connected across
different classes.
Wu et al. (2016) discussed various relevant challenges
and relationships between the trend of big data era and that
of new generation green revolution. As IoT devices are a
significant contributor of big data, it becomes essential to
study the correlations among big data and green objectives.
Wu et al. (2018) discussed the seventeen sustainable
development goals present in the 2030 development agenda
which was approved by the UN. The paper discussed the
roles and opportunities that information and communication
technologies play in pursuing the seventeen SDGs.
Atat et al. (2018) have provided a broad overview of big
data analysis, access, processing, collection and storage.
The paper also provides an overview of various security
solutions proposed for big data analysis, access and storage.
It also discusses various security vulnerabilities and security
solutions for cyber-physical systems. The paper also
discusses the expected significant increase in the raw sensed
data. The paper also has some open issues for the
cyber-physical systems that are yet to be addressed.
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An end-to-end intelligent attack detection method is
proposed by Jiang et al. (2018). This method is based on
neural networks and uses long short term memory recurrent
neural networks to generate classifiers which can
differentiate the attack from normal traffic. This method has
achieved better accuracy by introducing a voting algorithm
to determine whether input data is an attack or not. Singh
and Vardhan (2019) proposed a secure decentralised
peer-to-peer network architecture for property transaction.
The paper also proposed the use of smart contract based
verification system using IoT devices. The proposed
mechanism saves the computation power as well as network
bandwidth. A review of data compression and optimisation
techniques in cloud storage for IoT is done by Hossain et al.
(2019). The paper along with discussing data compression
and storage optimisation also discusses their implications
and concluded that implementing algorithms in middle
layers (i.e., between the device and cloud) can deliver better
results.

representing a particular entity from the parameter.
Tables 1–4 are the tabular representation of the same.
Table 1
Group

Proposed approach

Problem statement – to find various parameters for
classifying IoT devices and finding suitable encryption
techniques for different classes.
Objectives to achieve the above goal:






Classification of the IoT devices based on performance
(throughput, processing power, device lifespan, and
memory size). The classification makes further
development, studying, and analysing the behaviour of
devices easy. As the devices of the same class have
similar properties and performance, the standards of
security protocols, policies, and frameworks can be
developed/followed/applied based on device class.

Throughput

A0

<10 Kbps

A1

10 Kbps–100 Kbps

A2

100 Kbps–1 Mbps

A3

>1 Mbps

Table 2

Class description on the basis of processing power

Group

Processing power

C0

<500 MHz

C1

500MHz–1 GHz

C2

>1 GHz

Table 3

3

Class description on the basis of throughput

Group

Class description on the basis device lifespan
Device lifespan

D0

<1 day (in one charge)

D1

1 day–1 week (in one charge)

D2

>1 week (in one charge)

D3

Always connected to the source of power supply

Table 4
Group

Class description on the basis of memory size
Memory size

E0

<10 Kb

E1

10 Kb–256Kb

E2

256 Kb–1 Mb

E3

>1 Mb

Encrypting the dataflow using suitable encryption
techniques based on different classes. Every class has a
suitable encryption technique to interact with the
devices of the same or other classes.

3.2 Classification on the basis of parameters

Different devices belonging to the same network use
different encryption techniques for intercommunication
based on their class.

3.2.1 Class 1 (low-end devices)

3.1 Parameters for classification
The proposed approach has used some parameters for
classification of IoT devices, which are as follows:
1

data transfer rate/throughput

2

processing power

3

device lifespan [in one charge (battery backup, wired)]

4

memory size.

On the bases of the above parameters, the classification of
IoT devices is done into three classes. The parameters have
been classified into various groups, with each group

On the basis of parameters for classification the devices are
divided into three classes which are as follows:

The devices which belong to this class have a data transfer
rate which is less than 10 Kbps, and they have the low-end
processing power, i.e., they have processing power < 500
MHz, they can have a lifespan of up to 1 week on a single
charge or may remain connected to a source of power
supply throughout their lifetime. They have memory size of
up to 256 Kb. Some devices belonging to this category are
typical IoT sensors and smart room heater.

3.2.2 Class 2 (average devices)
The devices which belong to this class have a data transfer
rate which is 10 to 100 Kbps, and they have the average
processing power, i.e., they have processing power between
500 MHz to 1 GHz, they can have the lifespan ranging from
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one day to over one week on a single charge or may remain
connected to a source of power supply throughout their
lifetime. They have a memory with a size between 256 Kb
to 1 Mb. Some devices belonging to this category are
wearable devices and smart home assistants.
Table 5

suitable for sending data between the devices belonging to
the same or different classes in different scenarios.
Figure 1

Sending data from class 3 to class 3

Summary of devices in class 1

Throughput

A0

Processing power

C0

Device lifespan

D0, D1, D3

Memory size

E0, E1

Example

IoT sensors, smart room heater

Table 6

Summary of devices in class 2

Throughput

A1

Processing power

C1

Device lifespan

D1, D2, D3

Memory size

E2

Example

Wearables, smart home assistants

4.1 Sending data from class 3 to class 3
Data can be sent from a class 3 device to other devices of
the same class after encrypting using any of the following
encryption techniques:
1

3.2.3 Class 3 (high-end devices)
The devices which belong to this class have a data transfer
rate of over 100 Kbps, and they have the high-end
processing power, i.e., they have processing power > 1
GHz, they can have a lifespan ranging from one day to over
one week on a single charge or may remain connected to a
source of power supply throughout their lifetime. They have
a memory with size over 1 Mb. Some devices belonging to
this category are computers, tablets, and cloud servers.
Table 7

Summary of devices in class 3

Throughput

A2, A3

Processing power

C2

Device lifespan

D1, D2, D3

Memory size

E3

Example

Computers, tablets, laptops, cloud servers

3.3
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Key management protocol (with implicit certificates)
(Sciancalepore et al., 2015). This enables fast key
negotiation, lightweight node authentication, protection
against replay attacks.
The authentication field in the protocol is calculated
using function:
αA  Auth  PK  PA , PB , ρ A , ρ B  

where PK: pre link key, (PA, PB): public keys, and (ρA,
ρB): nonce.
2

PKI encryption using digital certificates (Doukas et al.,
2012).
Provides data confidentiality, authentication, add 24.5%
overhead in total transmission time, certificate authority
required.

3

DTLS using public certificates (Panwar and Kumar,
2015). Data confidentiality is provided, authentication,
the memory requirement is maximum 17 MB,
certificate authority required, no pre-shared key is
required.

4

RSA with key sharing mechanism (Suo et al., 2012).
Enables public key encryption, ensures authenticity,
non-repudiation and confidentiality.

Assumptions

1

The volume of data is constant: the total volume of
Data at any intervals of the same duration remains
constant.

2

The encryption technique to be used for the device is
preloaded onto the device by the device manufacturer/
vendor. The user does not install the encryption scheme
code in the device.

4.2 Sending data from class 2 to class 2

Encryption technique based on different classes

1

4

Based on the classification in the previous section
(Section 3) we can use various encryption techniques

Sending data from a class 2 device to other devices of the
same class OR devices of some higher class can be
encrypted using the following encryption techniques:
AES-128 (advanced encryption standard) (Singh et al.,
2017; Tsai et al., 2018) with key sharing mechanism
(Suo et al., 2012). Vulnerable to side channel attacks.
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2

HEIGHT (high security and lightweight) (Singh et al.,
2017). Works well for low energy devices, is
vulnerable to saturation attacks.



3

Attribute-based encryption (ABE) on AES key (Wang
et al., 2014). Considerable delay at higher security
levels for class 2 devices and unnoticeable delay for
class 3 devices (if they are at the receiver end) (Wang
et al., 2014).

4

PRESENT (Singh et al., 2017) works very well with
low power devices.

In this case, the data sent by class 1 device is encrypted
using the techniques mentioned in the section ‘sending data
from class 1 to class 1’. On receiving data the class 2 device
further encrypts it using the techniques discussed in the
section ‘sending data from class 2 to class 2’.
The class 3 device first decrypts the encryption used by
the class 2 device and then decrypts the encryption used by
class 1 device.

Sending data from class 1 to class 1 and sending data
from class 2 to class 2 and the data encryption
decryption diagram is given below.

4.3 Sending data from class 1 to class 1
Sending data from a class 1 device to other devices of the
same class OR the device of some higher class can be
encrypted using the following techniques:
1

Elliptic-curve Diffie Hellman (ECDH) (Yao et al.,
2015). It has a very small key size, very less memory
requirement.
The shared secret is generated by:
K A,B  SA  PB  SB  PA  SA  SB  G

where (SA, PA), (SB, PB) are key pairs used to generate
it.
2

RC5 (Singh et al., 2017) vulnerable to differential
attack, small key size.

3

Key-policy attribute-based encryption (KP-ABE) (Yao
et al., 2015).

5

Applications

For IoT devices to work such solutions are required because
they need to communicate with each other to transfer the
data. And usually, the data travels via one or more
devices(nodes) present in between to reach its destination.
So, it is essential that the data remains encrypted at all
points and not just after a particular point in the route. In the
other approaches described in the related work section, they
only present how to add encryption between two devices
(heterogeneous or homogeneous). They do not consider
devices of varying capacities connected and sending data
from source to destination with other devices acting as
nodes in between, whereas these nodes are also actively
collecting and sending data to the destination.
So our approach not only covers the latter scenario but it
also covers the scenario where various heterogeneous
devices are present in between which are also actively
collecting and sending data to the destination.

4.4 Sending data from class 1 to class 2

Some applications to utilise such solutions are as follows:

It follows the same encryption techniques as that used for



Car sensors – These sensors keep track of car speed,
mileage, fuel efficiency, fuel left, car location, ignition
status, transmission details, etc. and they send this data
for analysis and to display it to the user on the
dashboard or an application. So, when they send data,
its usually by using external (users mobile phone)
cellular connectivity or by another inbuilt module for
cellular connectivity.



Emergency response system – These systems keep
track of particular things (e.g., the CO2 levels in a
factory) and usually send data using cellular
connectivity or Wi-Fi.



Smart things hub – This hub has a collection of various
kinds of sensors, e.g., sensors controlling lights, locks,
speakers, cameras, etc. All these sensors collect data
and then send it to the cloud. Usually the user mobile
application and dashboard access this data from the
cloud.



Sending data from class 1 to class 1 and the data
encryption-decryption diagram is also the same.

4.5 Sending data from class 1 to class 3
It follows the same encryption techniques as that used for


Sending data from class 1 to class 1 and the data
encryption-decryption diagram is also the same.

4.6 Sending data from class 2 to class 3
It follows the same encryption techniques as that used for


Sending data from class 2 to class 2 and the data
encryption-decryption diagram is also the same.

4.7 Sending data from class 1 to class 3 via class 2
It follows the same encryption techniques as that used for
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Figure 2

Table 8

Sending data from class 1 to class 3 via class

Summary of encryption techniques for devices of different classes

-

Class 1

Class 1

Class 2

Class 3
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Class 2

Class 3

1

Elliptic-curve Diffie-Hellman
(ECDH)

1

Elliptic-curve Diffie-Hellman
(ECDH)

1

Elliptic-curve Diffie-Hellman
(ECDH)

2

RC5

2

RC5

2

RC5

3

Key-policy attribute-based
encryption (KP-ABE)

3

Key-policy attribute-based
encryption (KP-ABE)

3

Key-policy attribute-based
encryption (KP-ABE)

1

Elliptic-curve Diffie-Hellman
(ECDH)

1

AES-128 with key sharing
mechanism

1

AES-128 with key sharing
mechanism

2

RC5

2

ABE (attribute-based encryption on
RSA key)

2

ABE (attribute-based encryption on
RSA key)

3

Key-policy attribute-based
encryption (KP-ABE)

3

HEIGHT

3

HEIGHT

4

PRESENT

4

PRESENT

1

Elliptic-curve Diffie-Hellman
(ECDH)

1

AES-128 with key sharing
mechanism

1

Public key infrastructure (PKI)
using digital certificates

2

RC5

2

ABE (attribute-based encryption on
RSA key)

2

RSA with key sharing mechanism

3

Key-policy attribute-based
encryption (KP-ABE)

3

HEIGHT

3

Key management protocol (with
implicit certificates)

4

PRESENT

4

DTLS using public certificates

Conclusions

For the devices in class 1 if the data transfer rate/throughput
for a device is very high, then RC5 proved to be an efficient
technique in the scenario. Whereas for the devices sending
less amount of data, ECDH can be used to transmit it
securely. For the class 2 devices if they need to send a large
amount of data in short intervals, then AES proved to be the
best technique for the purpose. Whereas if the amount of
data to be transmitted is less then PRESENT can be used for
the purpose. Similarly for the devices belonging to class 3,
if the amount of data to be transmitted is considerable then
RSA can be used for the purpose as it is very fast in
encryption/decryption and is efficient and secure. Whereas
if the amount of data to be transmitted is less than PKI,
KMP (with implicit certificates) or DTLS (using public
certificates) can be used to ensure secure transmission of
data.

7

Future scope

The work on the following can be done in the future:


Middleware can be used for performing the functions of
encryption and decryption when connected to class 1
devices.



Adding more suitable encryption techniques for
interaction between different classes.



Reduction of overhead time for the whole process using
encryption.



Secure, efficient, and robust key sharing mechanism
can be used.
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